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The Excel Yoga
The Excel Yoga is a lightweight fold away 4mph scooter designed with
travel and comfort in mind.
This scooter is supplied with a convenient carry case making the Excel Yoga
the perfect travelling companion.

Specifications Excel Yoga
Total length: 			99 cm

Turning radius:

216 cm (outer radius)

Total width: 			53 cm

Ground clearance:

14 cm

Total height: 			

Max. speed:

4 mph

62 - 102 cm

Folded length:			47 cm

Range: 		18 km

Folded width:			46 cm
Folded height:			61 cm

Batteries: 		

24V / 11.5 Ah Lithium batteries

Charger:

5Ah

Seat depth: 			40 cm

Weight: 		

Scooter only: 27,5 kg incl. battery)

Seat height: 			40 cm

		

Carry case only: 5,75 kg

			

Removable armrests: 2 kg each

User weight: 		

Max. 110 kg / 17,3 stone

Seat width: 			

42 cm

Available colour(s): 		

Sand silver

				 Emerald

Foldable

Carry case

With the Excel Yoga folding into a convenient carry case it is even easier to

The Excel Yoga is equipped with a carry case as standard. The carry case

transport by car. Or better still take on that holiday you have booked.

has a telescopic handle suitable for negotiating pavements, roads, train
station platforms and departure lounges.

As no parts need to be removed, the Excel Yoga folds in one swift easy
movement ready to be loaded into its carry case for transportation.

It also has a carry handle on the side for loading/unloading into the car, or
onto the luggage trolley

Transportable

Armrests

Thanks to its compact size when folded, the Excel Yoga is the ideal scooter

Another feature of the Excel Yoga is the armrests. Unlike our competitors

for transportation.

portable travel scooters we include them as standard!
The spec: width adjustable, angle adjustable, removable.

Dashboard

Height adjustable

Driving a scooter has never been easier. The Excel Yoga’s handlebar

The Excel Yoga has a height and angle adjustable tiller section which allows

steering system with its wig-wag style throttle lever means the Yoga can be

the user to optimise the tiller position for maximum comfort.

driven by one hand.
The height adjust mechanism has been manufactured with a quick release
The Excel Yoga has a simple yet effective dashboard. It is comprised of;

lever . This type of system enables the user to set the correct position for

battery level indicator, power confirmation LED, high/low speed setting,

the hand controls in the quickest time.

on/off switch.

Battery pack

Off board charging

The Excel Yoga is supplied with a removable 11.5Ah Lithium battery pack.

As an optional extra, the off-board charging station is an excellent addition
to the Excel Yoga’s charging facility

The Excel Yoga has an average range of 18km (depending on terrain,
weather & user weight).

Remove the battery from your scooter, place it into the off-board charging
tray and plug your existing charger.
You can now charge your Excel Yoga battery anywhere!
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